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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the dimensional synthesis of a novel

parallel manipulator for medical applications. This parallel
mechanism has a novel 2T2R mobility derived from the targeted
application of needle manipulation. The kinematic design of this
2T2R manipulator and its novelty are illustrated in relation to
the percutaneous procedures. Due to the demanding constraints
on its size and compactness, achieving a large workspace espe-
cially in orientation, is a rather difficult task. The workspace size
and kinematic constraint analysis are considered for the dimen-
sional synthesis of this 2T2R parallel mechanism. A dimensional
synthesis algorithm based on the screw theory and the geomet-
ric analysis of the singularities is described. This algorithm also
helps to eliminate the existence of voids inside the workspace.
The selection of the actuated joints is validated. Finally, the
dimensions of the structural parameters of the mechanism are
calculated for achieving the required workspace within the de-
sign constraints of size, compactness and a preliminary proto-
type without actuators is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
Interventional radiology is a medical specialty where the use

of surgical needles is very common. One of the key movements

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

of the radiologist is the needle manipulation in free space, which
encompasses the wide range of procedures that require needle
insertion such as biopsies, radiofrequency ablations. Among
the various imaging modalities available, computed tomography
(CT) provides a rather fast and accurate visual feedback to the
radiologist. However, repeated exposure to X-rays endangers ra-
diologist’s health. This is the principal motivation for developing
teleoperated robotic assistants to remotely insert needles under
CT guidance. In most existing systems, needle manipulation and
insertion task are kept separate [1, 2, 3], with a needle insertion
driver mounted on the platform of a needle manipulation device.

These robotic systems are placed in the tunnel of the CT
scanner for the image-guided needle manipulation. After intro-
duction of the patient in the tunnel, there is very scarce space
left for placing a robotic device. This requires such robotic de-
vices to be very small in size and compact in form. In addition
to such constraints, a large workspace, especially in orientation,
is required for the manipulation of the needle, which is a diffi-
cult design challenge. Most of these robotic devices which are
mounted on the patient have a parallel architecture.

Parallel mechanisms (PMs) have several advantages which
include higher stiffness, higher precision and compactness. But
they suffer from the disadvantages of smaller workspace and the
presence of singularities, both serial and parallel. The workspace
and the singularities are both very sensitive to the structural pa-
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rameters of the PM. Hence, a proper dimensional synthesis of
the PMs, which involves finding dimensions of its structural pa-
rameters subject to design constraints and objectives, is very im-
portant. Most of these algorithms for dimensional synthesis are
based on the evaluation of performance indices like isotropy in-
dex, transmission index, manipulability [4] or condition num-
ber [5].The major drawback with these algorithms is that their
complexity increases rapidly with the number of structural pa-
rameters, as the effect of each structural parameter has to be ana-
lyzed by numerical computation of the Jacobian while discretiz-
ing the parameter space. Algorithms based on the kinematic
mapping [6] and kinematic constraints [7] of the mechanism pro-
vide another alternative. In the works [8, 9], visual approach us-
ing specific trajectory and motion planning as criteria has proven
successful for design of planar mechanisms where motion de-
scription is simpler. This approach relies on the kinematic map-
ping from Cartesian to planar quaternions to express the kine-
matic constraints as constraint manifolds. It is not yet adapted
for spatial parallel mechanisms like the 2T2R mechanism dis-
cussed in this paper. The 2T2R parallel mechanism has complex
spatial motion owing to its higher degree of freedom (DOF). It
has constraints on the workspace size as opposed to any trajec-
tory specific constraints due to nature of the targeted application.
Moreover, the trajectory specification through specific points for
the planar mechanism is equivalent to set of points representing
the workspace and its size for a spatial mechanism. Therefore
in this paper, kinematic constraint analysis and the workspace
size are considered for the dimensional synthesis algorithm pre-
sented in this paper. The kinematic constraints of a serial, closed
loop or parallel mechanism, which constrain its motion, can be
described by its singularities. Using screw theory, it is possible
to enumerate and describe these kinematic constraints geomet-
rically in the vectorial form. This form is independent of the
choice of kinematic mapping and parametrization used for rep-
resenting intermediate reference frames of the mechanism. This
leaves an open choice for use of either quaternions, Euler angles,
Cartesian co-ordinates or a user-defined one, for kinematic map-
ping in order to represent the end-effector reference frame. Also,
for parametrization of the intermediate reference frames, one has
open choice of using either Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) or using
twists with screw motion.

This paper is organized into seven sections. In section 2, a
novel mechanism featuring a novel 2T2R mobility is presented
for the needle manipulation task. In section 3, the algorithm for
the dimensional synthesis of the 2T2R PM, based on geometric
analysis of its singularities with the help of screw theory, is de-
scribed. In section 4, the design constraints and the modeling
of the 2T2R PM is presented. In section 5, with the help of the
modeling based on DH parameters, singularity plots are gener-
ated for each leg of the PM and dimensions of the structural pa-
rameters are calculated for achieving the desired workspace size.
In section 6, the important structural parameters of the 2T2R PM

are summarized and a fabricated prototype is presented. Finally,
conclusion and perspectives of the current research work are laid
out in section 7.

2 A NOVEL 2T2R MECHANISM FOR NEEDLE MANIP-
ULATION
This section introduces a novel 2T2R manipulator [10] syn-

thesized with the help of screw theory and featuring a wrench
system derived from the task of needle manipulation. The needle
manipulation task requires a robotic device with a minimum of 4-
DOF mobility, two for the translation of the needle axis and two
for its orientation. Therefore, lower mobility PMs are natural
candidates for fulfilling the needle manipulation requirements.
In the literature, several parallel robotic systems have been pro-
posed for needle manipulation but often they have fewer [2] or
more [11] than the minimum required DOFs. Very few such sys-
tems with the 4-DOF [3] have been developed and among these
robotic systems, none of them features a center of rotation which
ideally should coincide with the entry point on surface of the
skin. The presence of such a remote center of motion allows
the orientation of the device without causing any surface tissue
lacerations, when the needle is slightly inserted into the body.

The Fig. 1, shows a simplified CAD model of the 2T2R PM.
It consists of three legs, each having five revolute joints. Over-
all, there are two leg types corresponding to two different wrench

systems. Twists and wrenches of pitch h are denoted as $$$h and $̂$$
h

respectively. Accordingly, the wrench systems of order n formed

by zero and infinite pitch wrenches are denoted as n-$̂$$
0

and n-

$̂$$
∞

. The first type leg (Leg 1) provides a constraint with a 1-$̂$$
0

FIGURE 1: 2T2R MANIPULATOR IN ITS REFERENCE
CONFIGURATION.
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wrench system and the second type legs (Leg 2 and Leg 3) pro-
vide two constraints with a 1-$̂$$

∞

wrench system. With this ar-
rangement, the leg 1 restricts one translational DOF, whereas the
legs 2 and 3 restrict one rotational DOF. The wrench system of

the 2T2R PM is obtained as 1-$̂$$
0
-1-$̂$$

∞

. A more comprehensive
description of the constraint wrenches for the mechanism is pro-
vided in the next section. Few PMs with 2T2R mobility have
been reported in the literature. For example, the mechanisms
presented in [12, 13] have wrench systems that does not match
the one requested by the needle manipulation task discussed in
this paper. The overconstraint for this 2T2R PM is due to the
presence of the extra leg 3 which provides a redundant first order
wrench system 1-$̂$$

∞

. Thus the number of overconstraints ν is
equal to one. Let the set of joints having parallel axes be denoted
by ()p and the set of joints having axes intersecting in one point
be denoted by ()i. With this notation the PM would be referred to
as a 1-(RRR)p(RR)i–2-(RRR)p(RR)p architecture. As indicated
in the Fig. 1, the set of axes (RR)i in leg 1 intersects at the entry
point E, which also serves as the center of rotation for the PM.

Each of the three legs has five revolute joints. Considering
a joint i in the leg k (i = 1 . . .5,k = 1 . . .3), let zik as shown in
Fig. 1 and tik, represent the direction of the joint axis and the
position vector directed from Ob to any point on the joint axis,
respectively. With this representation, the twist of the ith joint of
leg k is $$$0

ik =
[
zik tik× zik

]T . If the axes of $$$0
ik and $$$0

jk form a
plane, it would be referred to as Πi jk.

As four inputs are needed to control this 2T2R PM with three
legs, one of the legs needs to be assigned two inputs. One input is
assigned to each (RRR)p(RR)p leg and is located at the first rev-
olute joint, namely z12, z13 connected to the base, whereas the
other two inputs are assigned to the (RRR)p(RR)i leg and are lo-
cated at the first two joints starting from the base, namely z11, z21,
as shown in Fig. 1. The first representative axis z11 will be real-
ized by a circular prismatic joint in the actual prototype. Hence,
the second actuator, though floating over the circular joint, would
be practically on the base.

The mobility of this PM composed of n bodies connected
by g joints, each with fi DOFs, using the modified Kutzbach–
Grübler criterion [14], is verified to be 4:

m = 6(n−g−1)+
g

∑
i=1

fi+ν = 6(14−15−1)+15+1 = 4. (1)

As expected, this 2T2R mechanism allows the translation of the
entry point E in a planar zone of operation (Ob,xb,yb). After fix-
ing the entry point to the desired position, the mechanism allows
rotation in two directions to achieve the targeted orientation of
the needle axis around the entry point which serves as the center
of rotation for the device.

3 DIMENSIONAL SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGY
The dimensional synthesis of this PM is based on the ob-

jective criterion of achieving the required workspace size, while
maintaining the system compactness within certain limits. The
needle manipulation in free space can be regarded as the align-
ment of the needle’s axis with the axis of insertion such that it
passes through the entry point on the patient’s skin. This whole
task can be decomposed in two sequential steps, first the trans-
lation of the needle axis to match the entry point and the subse-
quent orientation of the needle axis about this entry point. Hence,
the workspace definition for needle manipulation can be con-
sidered to be the union of the constant-orientation translation
workspace and of the constant-position orientation workspace.
One interesting aspect is that such workspace of a PM is the in-
tersection of the workspace of its individual legs, which can be
studied independently [15]. This special property removes any
coupling between the structural parameters of the different legs
and thus it simplifies the dimensional synthesis of the PM.

As the legs of the PM have only revolute joints, the
workspace boundary of each leg is the locus of its singulari-
ties [16]. Thus the workspace of the 2T2R mechanism can be
generated by plotting the loci of its singularity curves. The
workspace size is limited by its external and internal bound-
aries. Where external boundaries need to be modified, the in-
ternal boundaries namely the voids need to be eliminated. Also,
the additional curves due to the presence of parallel singulari-
ties need to be investigated. Thus, the velocity equation for the
2T2R PM (JXẊ = Jqq̇) needs to be considered for discussion of
its singularities. The full direct Jacobian JX can be obtained by
stacking the four actuation wrenches $̂$$i,a and the two constraint
wrenches $̂$$ j,c of the 2T2R PM. The four actuation wrenches can
be expressed as $̂$$i,a≡

[
si ri× si

]T where si denotes the direc-
tion of the actuation wrench and ri is the position vector directed
from origin the Ob to a point of the wrench axis. The two con-
straint wrenches $̂$$ j,c produced by the mechanism have the form
$̂$$1,c≡

[
zb ObE× zb

]T and $̂$$2,c≡
[
0 m1

]T where m1 is the di-
rection of the wrench system 1-$̂$$

∞

. Therefore, the JX and Jq
matrices of the 2T2R PM can be displayed as :

JX =


s1 r1× s1
s2 r2× s2
s3 r3× s3
s4 r4× s4
zb ObE× zb
0 m1

 Jq =


$̂$$1,a ·$$$0

11 0 0 0 0
0 $̂$$2,a ·$$$0

21 0 0 0
0 0 $̂$$3,a ·$$$0

12 0 0
0 0 0 $̂$$4,a ·$$$0

13 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


The parallel and serial singularities occur when rank of JX and
Jq is less than six and four respectively but neither the symbolic
form of JX, nor of Jq allow to derive the simplest representation
of singularity conditions.

In the further subsections, a screw theory based inspection
is used to obtain the geometrical form of the singularities, as this
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form is independent of the choice of the parametric representa-
tion and produces the simplest expression with the minimal num-
ber of structural parameters.

3.1 Serial Singularity Analysis of Individual Legs
As the legs 2 and 3 are kinematically identical, only serial

singularities of legs 1 and 2 are discussed. The leg 1 is made
up of two sub-units, (RRR)p and (RR)i. The twist system of
leg 1 is the union of the twist system of these two sub-units.
The twist system of the (RRR)p and (RR)i units is 1-$$$0-2-$$$∞ and
2-$$$0 respectively. Hence, the twist system of this leg is 3-$$$0-2-
$$$∞. Applying the principle of reciprocity, its wrench system is
derived as 1-$̂$$

∞

. Aside from this constraint wrench, extra con-
straint wrenches develop when the leg 1 is in singularity. The
following conditions characterize the singularity of leg 1 :

Singularity-11 (Fig. 2(a)): When the normal to the plane
Π451 is perpendicular to z31:

(z41× z51) · z31 = 0 (2)

In this case, the twist system of the leg degenerates to 2-$$$0-2-$$$∞.
The extra constraint moment, denoted as $̂$$

∞

11,c, at singularity is
shown in Fig. 2(a).

Singularity-21 (Fig. 2(b)) : When three joint axes z11, z21
and z31 are coplanar:

(t31− t21)× (t21− t11) = 0 (3)

This is the well-known elbow singularity occurring in serial
mechanisms with revolute joints. In this case, the twist system of

the leg degenerates to 3-$$$0-1-$$$∞. The extra constraint force $̂$$
0
21,c

at singularity is shown in Fig. 2(b).
The leg 2 is made up of two sub-units, (RRR)p and (RR)p.

The twist system of the (RRR)p and (RR)p units is 1-$$$0-2-$$$∞ and
1-$$$0-1-$$$∞ respectively. The wrench system of the leg 2 is derived
as 1-$̂$$

∞

. The following conditions characterize the singularity of
leg 2 :

Singularity-12 (Fig. 2(c)): When the normal to the plane
Π452 is perpendicular to z32:

[(t52− t42)× z42] · z32 = 0 (4)

In this case, the twist system of the leg degenerates to 2-$$$0-2-

$$$∞. The extra constraint force $̂$$
0
12,c at singularity is shown in

Fig. 2(c).
Singularity-22 (Fig. 2(d)): This elbow singularity occurs,

when z12, z22 and z32 are coplanar:

(t32− t22)× (t22− t12) = 0 (5)

(a) Singularity-11 (b) Singularity-21

(c) Singularity-12 (d) Singularity-22

FIGURE 2: SINGULARITIES FOR LEGS 1 AND 2.

In this case, the twist system of the leg degenerates to 2-$$$0-2-

$$$∞. The extra constraint force $̂$$
0
22,c at singularity is shown in

Fig. 2(d).

3.2 Parallel Singularity Analysis And Selection of Ac-
tuated Joints

With the notations defined in section 2, a geometric inter-
pretation of the actuation wrench system 4-$̂$$a can be obtained.
The actuation wrenches $̂$$1,a and $̂$$2,a are each defined by the
intersection of the planes taken in the pairs (Π231,Π451) and
(Π131,Π451). Thus, it can be concluded that $̂$$1,a and $̂$$2,a both lie
on the plane Π451 and hence must intersect each other if not par-
allel to each other. Thus $̂$$1,a–$̂$$2,a forms a planar pencil of lines.
Similarly, actuation wrenches $̂$$3,a and $̂$$4,a are defined respec-
tively by the intersection of the planes in the pairs (Π232,Π452)

and (Π233,Π453). The constraint wrench $̂$$1,c is a line passing
through Ob and parallel to zb. The constraint wrench $̂$$2,c is a
line orthogonal to the axes quintuple (z12,z22,z32,z42,z52). The
conditions for the parallel singularity of 2T2R PM are:

1. The wrenches $̂$$1,a and $̂$$2,a become coincident. This condi-
tion occurs whenever the planes (Π231,Π131) become coin-
cident. This condition is identical to the serial elbow singu-
larity of leg 1 expressed in Eqn. (3).
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2. The wrenches $̂$$3,a and $̂$$4,a become coincident.

$̂$$3,a =±$̂$$4,a (6)

This condition occurs whenever the planes in both pairs
(Π232,Π233) and (Π452,Π453) become coincident. Certain
platform configurations can always be found where the
planes in pair (Π232,Π233) are coincident. But if the planes
in the pair (Π452,Π453) are put non coincident in the refer-
ence assembly configuration, they remain non coincident for
every platform configuration. Hence, this parallel singular-
ity can be avoided by choosing different structural parame-
ters defining the point of placement of legs 2 and 3 on the
base, as expressed later in Eqn. (9). Greater the difference in
these structural parameters, better will be the distance from
this parallel singularity.

3. There is no constraint singularity as $̂$$1,c and $̂$$2,c are linearly
independent in every configuration.

As these parallel singularities can be avoided for the 2T2R PM,
only serial singularities will be discussed for its dimensional syn-
thesis. Since, the matrix JX is singular only for some specific
configurations of the platform and not for every configuration,
the choice of the actuated joints is valid.

3.3 Algorithm
The algorithm used for the dimensional synthesis of this

2T2R PM can be described as follows :

Step 1: Derivation of the singularity conditions both serial
and parallel from a screw based inspection as opposed to
derivation from the symbolic form of the matrix JX or Jq,
as it will lead to the simplest form for the singularity condi-
tions.
Step 2: Use of DH parameters and resolution of the inverse
kinematics to obtain the equations relating the operational
coordinates and the structural parameters, corresponding to
each singularity.
Step 3: Division of the singularity equations to separate
curves corresponding to voids and curves corresponding to
external boundaries.
Step 4: Modification of the singularity curves.

(a) Eliminate or minimize the void formation
(b) Optimize or extend the external boundaries up to the

required limits

Step 5: Resolution of above equations corresponding to the
singularity curves in order to find the set of DH parameters
for the mechanism while satisfying the design constraints
and objectives.

Even with these Eqn. (2)-(5), the problem of the dimensional
synthesis is underconstrained and one needs to put some design

constraints which in our case would correspond to overall size of
the 2T2R PM and the avoidance of the parallel singularity condi-
tion Eqn. (6). The complexity of this algorithm does not increase
much with increase in the number of structural parameters. Also,
this algorithm can identify and localize sensitive structural pa-
rameters to each singularity curve. It will be evident in later sec-
tions, that each of Eqn. (2)- (5) could be reduced to cosine or
sine of angles θ obtained from solution of the inverse kinemat-
ics. Hence, for this algorithm to work, a closed-form solution of
the inverse kinematics is necessary to obtain the analytical ex-
pressions for the singularities. However, the full derivation of
the inverse kinematics for the 2T2R PM is not developed in this
paper, rather the developed expressions for the singularities and
their plots will be given in next sections.

4 MODELING AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
4.1 Mathematical Modeling

As the legs 2 and 3 are identical, the models for only legs 1
and 2 are described. For the mathematical modeling of this 2T2R
PM, the modified Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [17] are used,
since it can readily take into account mechanisms with closed
chains or parallel architecture. As a typical example, some of the
important DH parameters are shown in the Fig. 3 for the legs 1
and 2, whereas the complete list of DH parameters is given in the
Tab. 1. The reference frames Rpk are intermediate frames other
than the base frame, which help to position the point of attach-
ment of each leg on the base. R f k are the frames attached to the
end-effector of the 2T2R manipulator, which help to derive the
loop-closure relations. The angle θrik is the ith angle between the
successive x-axes of the DH model, in the reference configura-
tion of the leg k. The notation for the parameters of the leg-3
would follow those of leg-2, with the subscript k = 3.

From the Tab. 1, the set of design parameters DP1 for leg 1
is given in Eqn. (7a). Some design constraints DC1 , given in

(a) for leg 1 (b) for leg 2

FIGURE 3: MODIFIED DH PARAMETERS.
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TABLE 1: DH PARAMETERS.

(a) for leg 1

θi1 αi1 di1 ri1

θp1 = 0 0 0 0

θr11 = 0 0 0 0

θr21 =− π

2 0 d21 0

θr31 0 d31 r31

θr41 α41 d41 r41

θr51 α51 0 0

θ f 1 =
π

2 α f 1 0 0

(b) for leg 2

θi2 αi2 di2 ri2

θp2 =
π

2 0 0 rp2

θr12 π/2 d12 r12

θr22 0 d22 0

θr32 0 d32 0

θr42 π/2 d42 0

θr52 0 d52 r52

θ f 2 = 0 π/2 d f 2 r f 2

Eqn. (7b), are also imposed to take into account the size of the
PM and to avoid obtaining values practically difficult to realize.

DP1 ={θr31,θr41,θr51,α41,α51,α f 1,d21,d31,d41,r31,r41} (7a)

DC1 ={d21 ≤ 50 mm, αi1 ≤
π

4
} (7b)

The design parameters DP2 and the design constraints DC2 for
leg 2 are given in Eqn. (8a) and Eqn. (8b), respectively.

DP2 = {θr12,θr22,θr32,θr42,θr52

,d12,d22,d32,d42,d52,d f 2,rp2,r12,r52,r f 2}
(8a)

DC2 = θr12 +θr22 +θr32 =
π

2
,θr42 +θr52 =

π

2
d12 < 50,r f 2 ≥−120 mm (8b)

For avoidance of the parallel singularity condition (6), the fol-
lowing design constraint need to be satisfied where r13 for leg 3
is the corresponding parameter to r12 of leg 2:

r12 6= r13 (9)

It should be kept in mind that out of the design parameters in DP1
and DP2 , all the parameters are not independent. The assembly
in the reference configuration, as shown in Fig. 1, imposes six
independent constraints for each leg. But at the start, it is not
possible to identify which parameters should be assumed inde-
pendent. Hence, the entire set of design parameters is considered
at the beginning of the algorithm.

4.2 Parameterization of the End-Effector of the 2T2R
PM

The homogeneous matrix representing the end-effector ref-
erence frame is :

0Tf =


m11 0 m13 px
m21 m22 m23 py
m31 m32 m33 0

0 0 0 1

 (10)

where the terms m12 and pz are zero. The former represents
the constraint 1-$̂$$

∞

provided by the legs 2 and 3, which restrict
one DOF of rotation and the latter represents the constraint 1-

$̂$$
0

provided by the leg 1, which restricts the translation of the
entry point E along the z-axis. Overall there are four indepen-
dent parameters in the homogeneous matrix corresponding to
the four DOFs of the 2T2R manipulator. The column vector[
m13 m23 m33

]T represents the components of the vector zf at-
tached to the end-effector and coincident with the needle axis.
The origin O f is chosen at the entry point E = (px, py) on the
needle axis. The operational coordinates m13,m23, px, py are cho-
sen as the four independent parameters which describe the con-
figuration of the end-effector. These four operational parameters
would be utilized to plot and discuss the workspace boundaries
of the 2T2R PM and its legs.

5 APPLICATION
A typical orientation range for percutaneous procedures lies

within a cone of axis zb with a 30deg half-angle, whereas a typi-
cal translational range is within a circular area of diameter 40mm
centered at Ob. Let us denote these desired orientation and trans-
lation workspaces by WO and Wt for further referencing. The
structural parameters of the 2T2R PM are sought, which would
lead to at least same size of workspace. For percutaneous pro-
cedures, the size of the orientation workspace is more important
than the size of the translational workspace. Hence, for each leg,
the orientation workspace is discussed first and then the resulting
constraints are applied to obtain the translational workspace.

5.1 Workspace Analysis of Leg 1
In this and the next subsection, the expressions for the singu-

larities Eqn. (2) to Eqn. (5) are reformulated to allow for the rep-
resentation in terms of the DH parameterization. The developed
expressions will be utilized to discuss the workspace boundaries
and the formation of voids. Reformulating the Singularity-11
described by Eqn. (2) and considering the intermediate reference
frames of leg 1 leads to:

x41 · z31 = 0 (11)
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However the angle between x41 and z31 does not represent di-
rectly any angle from the DH parameters of the leg 1. The fol-
lowing equality for the intermediate reference frames of DH pa-
rameterization holds and can easily be proved :

x31×x41 = (x41 · z31)z41. (12)

Now substituting Eqn. (11) into Eqn. (12), Eqn. (13a) is obtained.

x31×x41 = 0≡ sinθ41 = 0 (13a)
−1≤ cosθ41 ≤+1 (13b)

Using Eqn. (13b) rather than Eqn. (13a) has two advantages.
First, it allows to break the singularity locus into two sepa-
rate curves at the equality. Second, it gives the inequality for
avoiding the singularity. Also, a closed-form solution for θ41 is
known from the solution of the inverse kinematics. Assuming
that cosα51 6= 0 the developed expressions for Eqn. (13b), re-
sulting from the solution of inverse kinematics for this leg, are
presented below :

S11a : −m31 sinα f 1−m33 cosα f 1

+ cos(α41−α51)≥ 0 (14a)

S11b : −m31 sinα f 1−m33 cosα f 1

+ cos(α41 +α51)≤ 0 (14b)

Equation (14) clearly identify the parameters affecting the orien-
tation workspace of the leg 1 and is independent of the position
of the end-effector. It is difficult to predict which expression rep-
resents the outer boundary and which expression represents the
void. Plotting with the inverse kinematics model (IKM) is done
to clarify that, with the following arbitrary chosen values of the
parameters :

α41 =
π

6
α51 =

π

4
α f 1 =

π

3
(15)

Fig. 4(a) shows the inverse kinematics plot where reachable and
unreachable points are presented in blue and red colors respec-
tively. In this figure, the formation of void can be clearly seen.
Fig. 4(b) shows the plot of Eqn. (14a) and Eqn. (14b) at equality,
where the void and the external workspace boundary are pre-
sented in black and green colors respectively. Same color con-
vention will be applied through rest of the paper for describing
external boundaries, voids and IKM plots. Thus, two separate

(a) IKM Plot (b) Boundary Plot

FIGURE 4: TYPICAL ORIENTATION WORKSPACE OF THE
LEG 1.

equations are obtained for the leg 1, which control the behav-
ior of the outer workspace boundary and the void. Hence
from Eqn. (14a), the condition α41 = α51 can be obtained for
the void-avoidance. From Eqn. (7b) and Eqn. (14b), the condi-
tion α41 +α51 = π

2 can be obtained for the optimization of the
external boundary. Thus it solves for two structural parameters
of leg 1, which gives α41 = α51 =

π

4 .
After substituting the values of the α41 and α51 in equations

Eqn. (14a) and Eqn. (14b), a point [m13 = sinα f 1,m23 = 0] and
a line m13 = cosα f 1 are obtained, respectively for the internal
and the external singularities, as shown in Fig. 5. The inverse
kinematics plots and the plots obtained from the analytical ex-
pressions are superimposed. The important thing to notice here
is that, though the area of the void has been eliminated, there is
still a singular point inside the workspace. The desired orienta-
tion workspace WO is obtained as the brown circular area which
keeps a distance of 15 deg from either singularity.

Upon reformulating Singularity-21 described by Eqn. (3),

FIGURE 5: DESIRED ORIENTATION WORKSPACE OF THE
LEG 1, α f 1 =

π

4 .
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the condition Eqn. (16a) is obtained.

x11×x21 = 0≡ sinθ21 = 0 (16a)
−1≤ cosθ21 ≤+1 (16b)

The inequalities in the Eqn. (16b) are presented below for the
2T2R PM in a constant orientation chosen from the reference
configuration :

S21a : (px− pxc)
2 +(py− pyc)

2 ≥ (d31−d21)
2 (17a)

S21b : (px− pxc)
2 +(py− pyc)

2 ≤ (d31 +d21)
2 (17b)

This is the trivial case of an elbow singularity. From Eqn. (17a),
it is evident that the void is canceled for d31 = d21. Equation (17)
taken at equality is plotted for the following values of the param-
eters, in the Fig. 6, which include the constraints derived from
the optimization of the orientation workspace :

α41 = α51 = α f 1 =
π

4
d21 = d31 = 50 mm (18)

With above values of the parameters, pxc = −50 mm and pyc =
50 mm is obtained. The achieved translational workspace is the
brown circular area of diameter 40 mm as shown in Fig. 6 and
keeps a minimum distance of approximately 10 mm from either
singularity.

FIGURE 6: DESIRED TRANSLATIONAL WORKSPACE OF
THE LEG 1.

The dependent structural parameters obtained after solving
the system of equations , arising from assembling the leg 1 in the
reference configuration as shown in Fig. 1, are :

θ31 = θ41 = θ51 = 1.99 rad (19a)
d41 =−24.80 r31 = 66.22 r41 =−93.65 mm (19b)

5.2 Workspace Analysis of Legs 2 and 3
The analysis of leg 2 would be carried out in a different man-

ner than the leg 1, as some of the obtained analytical expressions
have a more complex form and the two singularities of leg 2 are
coupled to each other. The Fig. 7 shows the IKM plot of leg 2
for the orientation workspace with the following arbitrary chosen
values of parameters :

rp2 = 0,r12 =−43.30,r52 = 1.05,r f 2 =−120 mm
d12 = 25,d22 = 35,d32 = 35,d42 = 10,d52 = 77.13 mm

d f 2 = 56.52 mm (20)

Reformulating the Singularity-12, as described by Eqn. (4)
and considering the intermediate reference frames of leg 2, pro-
vides the condition Eqn. (21a):

x42 · (z42× z32) = 0≡ cosθ42 = 0 (21a)
−1≤ sinθ42 ≤+1 (21b)

The developed expressions for Eqn. (21b) can be written as:

S12a : d52 + r12 +d f 2

√
1−m2

13 +m13r f 2 ≥ px (22a)

S12b : −d52 + r12 +d f 2

√
1−m2

13 +m13r f 2 ≤ px (22b)

To ensure Eqn. (22) produces real values at equality for every
point in the desired translational workspace Wt , following condi-
tion Eqn. (23) must be fulfilled :

Discr =−px + r12−d52 +
√

d2
f 2 + r2

f 2 ≥ 0 (23)

where Discr is the discriminant of the quadratic equation in m13
obtained from Eqn. (22b) at equality. To ensure that condition
Eqn. (23) is satisfied for the range, −20 mm ≤ px ≤ 20 mm, it
is assumed that Eqn. (23) is at equality for px = 22 mm. Hence,
the following condition is obtained.

Discr =−22+ r12−d52 +
√

d2
f 2 + r2

f 2 = 0 (24)

Reformulating Singularity-22, which is described by Eqn. (5),
leads to equation Eqn. (25a).

x12×x22 = 0≡ sinθ22 = 0 (25a)
S22a : cosθ22 ≥−1 S22b : cosθ22 ≤+1 (25b)
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FIGURE 7: TYPICAL ORIENTATION WORKSPACE OF THE
LEG 2.

The full expression for S22b is too complex to be detailed here
and it is a function of all four operational parameters.

In Fig. 7, three separate singularity curves can be clearly
seen, which in fact are plots of Eqn. (22a), Eqn. (22b) and
Eqn. (25b) at the equality. S22a, which represents the collapsed
position of the elbow singularity, is not present as the typical
condition (d22 = d32) in Eqn. (20) removes any voids within the
workspace. The boundary values (Llim, Rlim, Pint ) indicated in
the Fig. 7 are the values of m13, which is the limiting factor for
obtaining the WO.

Llim and Rlim are obtained from the term S12a and S12b at the
equality, respectively and they are function of px only. Pint is
obtained from the intersection of the term S22b at equality with
the line m23 = 0. It is function of both px and py. To solve for
the desired orientation and translational workspaces WO and Wt ,
algebraic equations are formed based on these boundary values
and then solved for the DH parameters of leg 2, as discussed
further in this subsection. Variation of the above boundary values
with respect to px and py is :

∂Llim

∂ px
< 0,

∂Rlim

∂ px
< 0,

∂Pint

∂ px
< 0,

∂Pint

∂ py
> 0 (26)

Hence, the worst case scenarios are given below at the
boundary of the desired translational workspace Wt , where
m13lim = 0.5 corresponds to size of the desired orientation
workspace WO :

Llim(−20 mm) =−m13lim Rlim(+20 mm) = m13lim,

Pint(+20 mm,−20 mm) = m13lim (27)

The following independent parameters were chosen before
solving the system of equations for legs 2 and 3:

(d12 = 50,d13 =−50),d42 = d43 = 5,rp2 = rp3 = 20
(r12 =−20,r13 =−10),r f 2 = r f 3 =−120 mm (28)

Solving for the rest of the dependent parameters with
Eqn. (7b), Eqn. (24), Eqn. (27), Eqn. (28) and the equations de-
rived from the assembly of the legs 2 and 3 in reference config-
uration as shown in Fig. 1, the unknown parameters in Eqn. (8a)
are obtained:

θr12 = 1.44,θr13 = 1.70,θr22 = 2.44,θr23 =−2.54
θr32 =−2.32,θr33 = 2.41,θr42 =−.04,θr43 =−.15,

θr53 = 1.61,θr52 = 1.72 rad (29a)

r52 =−21.36,r53 = 37.51,d32 = 47.47,d33 = 23.27,
d52 = 80.26,d53 = 90.26,d f 2 = d f 3 = 23.39 mm (29b)

The desired common WO obtained for the legs 2 and 3 is
shown in Fig. 8 and 9 for different values of px and py, as the
brown circular area. As it can be seen that even in worst scenarios
depicted in Fig. 9(a) and 9(b), the desired orientation workspace
WO is obtained for every point in the translational workspace Wt .

FIGURE 8: COMMON ORIENTATION WORKSPACE WO OF
THE LEGS 2 and 3 at (px, py) = (0,0).

(a) px = 20, py =−20 mm (b) px =−20, py =−20 mm

FIGURE 9: COMMON ORIENTATION WORKSPACE WO OF
THE LEGS 2 and 3.
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6 RESULTS
The important structural parameters which determine the

size of the base and height of the 2T2R PM in its reference con-
figuration are:

d12 = d21 = 50,d13 =−50 mm, (30a)
r12 =−20,r13 =−10,r f 2 = r f 3 =−120 mm (30b)

Here d12, |d13| and |r f 2| represent the size of the base and height
of the mechanism, respectively. Hence, the height and base size
of the mechanism are limited to a characteristic dimension of
120 mm which were put as the design constraints at start of the
dimensional synthesis.

The 2T2R PM was designed for singularity free WO and Wt
workspace. The independent structural parameters were iden-
tified for the voids. The conditions for avoiding them are :
α41 = α51 d21 = d31 d22 = d32 d23 = d33.

The Fig. 10(a) and 10(b) show a preliminary prototype with-
out actuators set in the reference and in an arbitrary configu-
ration, respectively. The fabricated prototype of the 2T2R PM
holds a 16 G (approx. 1.7 mm diameter) 200 mm long biopsy
needle.

(a) Reference Configuration (b) In arbitrary configuration

FIGURE 10: PRELIMINARY PROTOTYPE.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A novel 2T2R PM was presented for the targeted application

of needle manipulation in percutaneous procedures with its ad-
vantages over the current designed robotic systems for the same
task. An integrated dimensional synthesis algorithm which in-
cludes i) the generation of the workspace ii) the identification
and the localization of the sensitive structural parameters to each
singularity iii) the identification and the elimination of the voids
was used for determining the structural parameters of this 2T2R
PM. Hence, the study of the effect of each structural parameter

individually over the workspace size was not necessary. Fur-
thermore, it would not be computationally viable given the large
number of structural parameters for this 2T2R PM. The algo-
rithm for the dimensional synthesis focused more on the screw
theory based inspection than the computation of Jacobian ma-
trices for deriving the serial and parallel singularity conditions.
The systematic division of singularities into voids and external
boundaries as well as the derivation of the inequality expressions
for avoiding singularities is presented in this paper for the first
time. As a result of this dimensional synthesis, a very compact
2T2R PM was obtained with the required workspace size for the
application.

However, this analysis is limited to mechanisms with revo-
lute joints only but can be extended to prismatic joints by consid-
ering the joint limits. As illustrated in this paper, this method can
be specially effective for the dimensional synthesis of lower mo-
bility mechanisms, where the operational parameters are fewer
in number. Also, the algorithm presented will be simpler to im-
plement for special type of workspaces like constant orientation
workspace or constant translational workspace, where it is possi-
ble to reduce the coupling between structural parameters of dif-
ferent legs. The next steps in the design of this 2T2R PM will be
the integration of actuators and the refinement of the mechanical
design to obtain the desired stiffness.
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